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Type Current Previous

Gold 1780.50 1773.20

Brent Crude 92.94 92.34

Type Current Previous Change
bps

G- Sec -6.54% GOI 7.2894 7.2673 2.21

T-Bill 91 days 5.5949 5.5586 -2.63
10 Year US
Treasury 2.893 2.824 6.9

Rate

Repo Rate 5.40

Cash Reserve Ratio 4.50

RBI Bank Rate 5.65

Statutory Liquidity Ratio 18.00

CPI 6.71

Markets Rally as Oil Prices Fall
 Financials led the surge, with Bajaj Finance, HDFC Life and Bajaj

FinServ rallying 3-6%. Telecom major Bharti Airtel and automaker
Hero MotoCorp both added around 3%.

 Cipla, Maruti Suzuki India, Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata Motors and
Apollo Hospitals Enterprise all fell about 1%.

 ONGC signed a Heads of Agreement (HoA) with global oil giant
ExxonMobil Corp for exploration of oil and gas in the deepsea on the
country's east and west coasts.

 Gail India has received the board approval for fundraising of $3.125
billion from external commercial borrowing and up to ₹25,000 crore
via NCD or non-convertible debentures.

 Mahindra & Mahindra has initiated talks with various state
governments in India to set up manufacturing infrastructure for its
upcoming range of electric sports utility vehicles.

 Wipro holds back April-June quarterly variable payouts for mid,
senior-level employees. Wipro's move to pause variable pay and
defend margins comes amid fears of a possible recession in the US.

Global & Asian market overview
 European stocks closed lower, snapping a five-day winning streak,

as worries about slowing growth and rising inflation rendered the
mood bearish. Investors also looked ahead to the minutes of the
Federal Reserve's July meeting, due later in the day. UK consumer
price inflation accelerated further in July to the highest since 1982
on surging food and fuel prices. Consumer price inflation rose to
10.1% in July from 9.4% in June.

 US stocks The major averages pulled back well off their recovery
highs going into the close. The failed recovery attempt came after
the Federal Reserve released the minutes of its latest monetary
policy meeting, which some traders seemed to interpret as pointing
to a slowdown in the pace of interest rate hikes. The Fed minutes
reaffirmed the central bank's plans to continue raising interest rates
in an effort to return inflation to its 2 percent objective.

 Asian stocks rose broadly amid bets that central banks will be less
aggressive with rate hikes in the coming months. The upside was
limited as investors awaited the release of minutes of the U.S.
Federal Reserve's latest policy meeting later in the day for clues on
future interest-rate hikes.

Debt Market
 US Treasuries Bond prices climbed off their worst levels late in the

session but remained firmly negative. Subsequently, the yield
climbed 6.9bps to 2.893%

 G-sec The G-sec prices nosedived. Subsequently, the yield on the G-
sec, dropped 2.21bps higher and closed at 7.2894%.

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

SENSEX 60,260 59,842 0.70%

NIFTY 17,944 17,825 0.67%

NIFTY BANK 39,462 39,240 0.57%

NIFTY AUTO 13,194 13,250 -0.42%

NIFTY IT 30,257 29,909 1.16%

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

DJIA 33,980 34,152 -0.50%

NASDAQ 12,938 13,103 -1.25%

S&P 500 4,274 4,305 -0.72%

DAX 13,627 13,910 -2.04%

CAC 40 6,528 6,593 -0.97%

FTSE 100 7,516 7,536 -0.27%

HANG SENG 19,922 19,831 0.46%

SSE INDEX 3,293 3,278 0.45%

NIKKIE 225 29,223 28,869 1.23%

Nifty Gainers Chg.% Nifty Losers Chg.%

BAJAJFINSV 5.59 APOLLOHOSP -1.09

HDFCLIFE 3.43 TATAMOTORS -1.06
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